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The new Late Access version is a BIG improvement over the older free 'Early Access' version and definately worth buying. My
Son & I have been playing this all day. Below is our honest feedback.
The great things are: -
+ The graphics are much better. The people look really good & respond better to their moods.
+ The atmosphere is better. The disco lights really add to the scene.
+ I love the new record crate system. It is so much better than the waiting for a record to appear in a cloud of smoke like in the
older free version. That used to be frustrating waiting to the very last second for a record to appear.
+ I like the extra crate unlocks. It gives you something to work towards & really help the crowd get pumping.
+ I like being able to teleport around the disco and seeing all the new graphics and environment. You can even go in the toilets
area.
The things that could do with improvement: -
- I found the first/front records in each side of the crate a little hard to grab at times. The controllers wanted to grab the second
row instead of the first.
Suggestions / New features: -
* It would be awesome if smooth crossfader transitions could be rewarded with an instant visual/money reward with text &
voice feedback like "Good Fade", "Great Fade", "Fading like a Pro!", "That got the party jumping" (and have the crowd
jumping when dancing). Bad / quick slam over fades could be penalised with minus money or something like that.
* Same with great record choices having an instant visual/money reward feedback that really feels rewarding.
* I would love to see the ability to buy a new crossfader/mixer that has advanced features like high pass / low pass cutoffs. Real
DJ's use these music effects all the time to send a crowd into a frenzy. Being able to cut off the bass and then drop the bass back
in the middle song is what the drives the peeps crazy.
My final words: -
Support the devs. They are a small team that are very active on their discord server. They have created a fresh and new VR
experience. In a VR field dominated by boring wave based shooters, this is a worthy VR experience to play and support. I really
look forward to all the new features, the new story mode (hopefully a real story based journey from a small start out DJ to a
huge packed stadium sensation mega DJ) and just where this game could end up. There are so many possibilities for this game,
which is why it is so exciting. Buy this now, you wont regret it!. Absolutely ♥♥♥♥ing baller. I expected a silly meme game but
got a thematically beautiful Zelda/Metroid-like with top shelf internet humor. The only thing I'd change would be to have 5
unique ability powerups per world instead of getting all 5 in the first world, then 2 small upgrades in the entire rest of the game.

The first world feels so fresh and amazing because you're constantly getting new abilities. It's like a Metroidvania in microcosm.
But it feels less fresh after that when you don't get any new abilities, just the ability to break glass with the sword which is only
used in one world, and a camera upgrade (which is put to much better use, admittedly).

Since there are only 4 worlds, having 5 unique ability powerups per world seems entirely feasible, at just 20 in total. It would
sustain that feeling of freshness and constant discovery from the first world, throughout the entire game. Perhaps for a sequel?
The worlds could be themed after different meme genres of music like New Retro Wave, Seapunk, Slimepunk, etc.

The final note is that this game absolutely screams VR. It is absolutely a natural fit for VR and I'm surprised it doesn't already
have it since nothing about how the HUD is set up precludes adaptation to VR. The items are just floating models or sprites and
menus could float in front of you easily enough.. fun game for all, recommended. More like a D&D campaign than a video
game, Avadon has a enganging story and simple but effective turn-based combat with good writing that makes the charecters
interesting and settings believable. Old school RPG fans should give this a go.. Legitimately more fun than should be allowed.
Casual TBS Puzzle, be a space viking, beat up snails. It's hilarious.
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Clunky interface still makes for some fun once you get past it.

http:\/\/youtu.be\/GKV482CSFSc. It's the best game.. Awesome game! i deffinently recommend it!.... later... at the moment it
crashes ALOT making harder to recommend but still recomendable. also there is currently a lack of content ships\/map
size\/modifications\/customizations\/ making it a litte boreing after a little play time. what i think the games needs is, less
crashing, better controls with multiple ships, customization, freedom with modifications, and a little more that i wont cover in
this review. currently i dont think its worth 11.99$ more like open beta demo test price later stuff.. I heavily recommend this
game. I bought it as partt of a pack and it's a complete gem. I'll write a more full review later. Really good it gives another
aspect of the game. Rube Works is a short puzzle game, which is similiar to Incredible Machines games by idea, yet it has more
of quest-like puzzles logic.

In 18 puzzles you are equired to build "Rube Goldberg"-style machines, which means "use as many items as possible in wacky
way to solve a simple thing". Not only made of just mundane physics things, but you also get to use animals and some other
unusual things. 12 of puzzles are based on real drawings of Rube Goldberg, so if you are 0.01% of all people who studied his
works, then congratulations, you spoiled yourself. For other 99.99% of people it will be new stuff. The other 6 puzzles are
completely new, made for this game, designed in same fashion.

As said, puzzles are designed to be more of quest-style one. There is pretty much no such thing as having to place stuff
accurately, most often it gets automatically placed into right spot, unlike Incredible Machine style games, where some puzzles
were all about accurate placement. And yes, I am talking about 'accurate' placing, as in, few-pixels off.
It doesn't follow same logic of introducing every elements and then using them for whole game. Doesn't make players to figure
how to make machine work based on already well-known "bricks".
Instead the game is all about figuring out what "bricks" do. It often gives you different sets of items to use. It does reuse some
assets once or twice, but it sometimes gives them a new use once again. In this way it heavily reminds me more of non-sense
puzzles from classic adventure games, where you had to do something unexpected or never before explained to you. For
example, find out that sword can be sticked to the firework rocket. Placement of some items are a bit obious (only one spot
where they fit, for example), and you have to use them all anyway to get the maximum rating.

And yes, you can use as little items as possible and do ridiculously lame shortcuts, you will get to the next puzzles anyway. I
would not recommend beating the game this way, not challenging or satificatory at all.
Achievements are quite easy and you will naturally get most of them while beating the game.

The art also looks quite neat for a such small game, things look quite lovely and cartoonish. The physics look wacky, an animal
dropped somewhere will be rolling like a ball, doing flying animation and whining. But there is so much you can do and need to
do with them in such small game, so who cares. The lgiht humor is in the game too, explaining what is going on in the
contraption. Even descriping when things don't go in the right way ("eggs don't hatch on fire, good thinking"). The only thing is
that there is only one music in whole game, used for menu. Gameplay itself will be followed only by ambient sound effects,
wind or rain or such. But hey, at least you will not feel annoyed by some ever-repeating soundtrack.

So yes. It's kinda like Incredible Machines but different. Will make you think like in quest games. And it's fun enough. This
small game will not occupy you for too long, doesn't provide much of progression, more like collection of same-level puzzles,
doesn't have much of replayblity. A small neat game.. This is a puzzle game with small hint.
Hard to play. Waste of time and money
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